
World of Stories 

 
The World of Stories may just be the most unique but deadly place in the galaxy. Why? Because every fictional character 

lives there. Animals and people from the most magical books, to the scariest movies, you’ll find everyone there. This planet 

is truly one of a kind! 

 

Life in the World of Stories 

 

Life in the World of Stories is rather chaotic. After all, it is home to all the villains in books and movies, therefore, making it 

one of the most dangerous places ever. But with villains comes heroes, and thankfully, we have a lot of those. Another 

reason it gets chaotic is because the World of Stories is separated into genre areas, and no not the music genre, the ones 

like these: thriller, action, adventure, romance and comedy etc. Moreover, it’s separated into genres, people from each 

area often go to other places and get lost or or attacked by villains. 

 

Geography  

 

The geography of the World of Stories is quite confusing, as I said earlier they are divided in the genre their movie/book 

came from. Those are all the main lands of the World of Stories, within those lands, are smaller areas that are either less 

popular genres or a very popular fictional land such as Hogwarts, Panem or the maze from Maze Runner. The World of 

Stories is also organised by segregating all the bad guys from the good guys, this is because often the heroes and the 

villains don’t get along with each other.   

 

 
 

Circumference/ Orbit  

  

The World of Stories has a circumference of 90,000 km making it the largest in it’s solar system. Interestingly, it has the 

same layers as earth does! Although, the crust looks completely different since it holds every fictional land. It also orbits the 

same sun as Jungletropolis - the second largest planet in it’s solar system. 

Speaking of their solar system, it has many other gorgeous planets, including: World of the Forgotten, Dream Realm, 

Crystalia (the crystal planet) and many, many more. 

 

Moon  

 

The World of Stories has three moons that are all different sizes, but the greatest has a circumference of 10,000 km. The 

smallest one is called Elita, the second largest satellite is called Theadro and the largest is called Alpha Giero. However, 

they were created when three asteroids came crashing down to the World of Stories but seconds before they hit, all the 

witches/wizards and magical beings came together and stopped all three asteroids.  
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